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Call for Papers: ICC!?96 
Fouth International Conference on Conceptual Structures 
August 19-22,1996, Sydney, Australia 
Conceptual graphs are a logic-based formalism for knowledge representation based on 
the existential graphs of Charles S. Peirce and semantic networks. Conceptual structures 
have been widely used as a semantic representation for natural language and as a 
graphic system of logic for knowledge-based expert systems, theorem provers, and 
database design. Significant gains have been made in the storage and retrieval of DBMS 
information coupled with knowledge-based system problem solving capability. 
Researchers have developed a sizable software base and continue to build upon it. 
Successful implementations include: rule-based systems, database systems, knowledge- 
based systems, knowledge engineering tools, enterprise modeling, management informa- 
tion systems, conceptual information retrieval, medical informatics and natural language 
applications, among others. 
Authors are invited to submit papers describing both theoretical and practical research 
involving conceptual structures and related encoding, search, and order-based techniques. 
Papers accepted or under review by other conferences or journals are not acceptable as 
submissions. 
The International Conference on Conceptual Structures (ICCS) is the annual confer- 
ence and principal research forum in the practice and theory of conceptual structures. 
Topics 
Papers are invited on the following topics: theory of conceptual structures; case 
studies and applications using conceptual structures; conceptual analysis; conceptual 
lattice theory; term encoding and conceptual structures; natural language processing 
with conceptual structures: theories of ontology and higher taxonomic structure; graph 
matching and grammars; graph algorithms for conceptual structures; software tools for 
conceptual structures; foundations and philosophy of Peirce’s existential graphs; machine 
learning and conceptual structures; human-computer issues and conceptual structures; 
computability and conceptual structures; theorem proving and conceptual structures; 
approximate reasoning and conceptual structures; knowledge acquisition and conceptual 
structures; comparisons with other knowledge iepresentations. 
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Author information 
Papers are limited to 12 pages, lo-point font size, text width (4.88 in) 12.2 cm, 
text height (7.72 in) 19.3 cm. Latex users: please use llncs.sty (available by ftp from 
trick.ntp.springer.de, pub/tex/latex/llncs/llncs.sty). Shorter papers (up to 6 pages in 
length) are also welcome. Authors are requested to submit five (5) hardcopies of their 
paper. Alternatively, electronic submissions of papers (postscript output) are encouraged. 
Authors are requested to attach title pages to their submissions bearing their names, 
addresses, telephone numbers, fax numbers and e-mail addresses. In addition, authors 
are asked to include abstracts of approximately twenty (20) lines with the title page. 
Papers (hardcopy or electronic submissions) must be postmarked on or before Monday, 
January 15, 1996. 
ICCS’96 
Department of Computer Science 
The University of Adelaide 
5005 Australia 
E-mail: iccs96Qcs.adelaide.edu.au 
Telephone: 6 I-8-303-4483 
Fax: 6 I-8-303-4366 
Publication of paper,s 
Long papers will appear in the Conference Proceedings. Short papers and papers which 
describe preliminary research or work in progress will be published in a compendium 
proceedings. 
Prizes 
There will be prizes in the categories: best student paper, best student research pro- 
posal, best demonstration. 
Organisation committee 
l General Chair: Peter W. Eklund (peter@cs.adelaide.edu.au). 
l Program Chair: Gerard Ellis (ged@cs.rmit.edu.au). 
l Local Arrangements Chair: Graham Mann (mann@cse.unsw.edu.au). 
Important dates 
l Submission postmark deadline: January 15, 1996. 
l Not@cation of acceptance: February 23, 1996. 
l Camera-ready copy: April 12, 1996. 
Information on WWW 
The latest information regarding ICCS’96 can be found on the World Wide Web at 
http : //www . cs . adelaide . edu. au/wiccs96. The ICCS’96 conference is held in the 
week preceding the Pacific Rim Conference on Artificial Intelligence (PRICAI-96). 
